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From Galactic Channel Allen Michael

News from Creation Universe

L

Allen Michael
Channels the Plan for the New World

A

llen Michael is the Galactic
Channel for this planetary transcendency taking place now. He is
the founder of the One World Family Commune and the Universal Industrial Church of the New World
Comforter. We recognize him to be
the Comforter prophesied to come
in St. John 14:16 & 26, & 16:7-13.
Allen Michael has channeled a
World Master Plan from the Godmind, which gives the way to end
the usury money system through a
non-violent World Wide Work
Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise and
the 30/30 Plan.
Allen Michael’s message relative to the world’s tribulations, as
well as the purpose for which this
planet has been used as a healing
project for spaced-out entities following a solar catastrophe, is from a
perspective of relativity far removed
from the consciousness prevalent
on this planet. Many of the words
in our language reflect the duality
of “good versus evil,” coming from
a godless, unenlightened society.
However, those who are open and
able to transcend doubt and fear of
the unknown, are now recognizing
the truth.
These channelings bring forth a
continued on page 2 ¤

et’s start with being thankful to the
Creator of the Universe for creating
such a wonderful electronic Universe
that gives us all so many eternally joyful
things.
In Normal Creation Universe, no
money is used. There is no war, crime,
disease, poverty or death. These negative
effects are here on this planet because
the planet is a redeeming place for souls
who lost their way and ruined their solar
system when some of them tried to
bring about a 13th dimension in
which they would have fame and
fortune. These are things that
don’t fit into Creation’s Natural
Law of giving and receiving.
The souls who lost their eternal bodies in the solar catastrophe
were brought to this planet to come
back into the knowing of their oneness
with Creation, through reincarnating
lifetime after lifetime.
The average person on this planet at
any given time doesn’t know about life
in the Normal Universe, which has millions of galaxies, billions of solar systems, trillions of planets and zillions of
entities. Actually, the whole thing is infinite. The Creation is Alive, living Spirit.
Earth people like to call It God.
Amazingly, the Creation has created
a way of transportation that is weightless and crash proof. Its spaceships levitate and teleport all over the Universe,
where life is always the same. It’s all
filled with giving and receiving, and
everyone has an abundance of everything that is needed for a happy,
healthy, eternal life.
In the Creation’s Eternal Universe,
there is no death. On this planet everyone eventually dies, but the entities or
souls that were in the body reincarnate
again and again, staying here in this
planet’s aura. The fact that there are funerals and caskets for dead bodies,

buried in graveyards, shows that those
people don’t know that they are eternal
souls in bodies and will reincarnate
again and again. What does this mean?
It means that the body the soul is in
wears out, and the entity gets a new
body. On earth they call it death of a
person, but in truth, the soul in a body
lives on, coming and going from the
heavenly abode.
During the Renaissance Period in
the years 1490 to 1530, there came the
first sign that the spiritually advanced people were going to
change the world into a communal world that would stop
using money and would restore
the full measure of giving and receiving, and the great arts. The
essence of the arts is simple creation that
blossoms into a natural system in which
there is beauty, joy and happiness for
everyone. There is nothing in a true life
system of the Creation that in any way
is trying to make money. If the Creation
charged money for Its things, would it
start paying people wages so they could
buy things?
Now, during this transcending period, there are many channels coming
forth with books to assist in the rising
consciousness, such as Eckhardt Tolle’s
The Power of Now, Hale Dwoskin’s The
Sedona Method, and many more.
There is no evolution in normal
Universe. Evolution came on this planet
continued on page 2 ¤
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Allen Michael
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new understanding of Mind and its
relationship to collective consciousness, or the morphogenetic field.
We can be free of guilt and judgement when we recognize that our
heads are just radio/TV transceivers
and that all words and deeds are
recorded in the space and matter
atoms (also called morphic resonance or akashic records) of the
planet. Whatever negativity within
us, or evil acts we commit, is the
karma from past negative conditioning – the Universe’s feedback
system which plays back in our
lives until we can get it straight and
act in truth. The Godmind fills all
space, and our body and soul, with
telepathic communion, which is
utopian and blissful. This is our
higher mind when we are living according to Natural Law, in the doing of providing ourselves and others with life’s necessities, shared
without thought of reward, all for
one and one for all – the nature of
the Universe.
In relativity, the usury money
system was brought to the evolving
consciousness as the motivating
force in bringing forth the science,
technology and now the computer
electronics, which at last is the
means by which we as a humanity
come into the higher awareness of
one as a great autonomous world
government. The bringing forth of
the Internet, with its capacity to
link the world’s production of
goods and services with the people’s
needs, is the signal that usury money has served its purpose and it is
now the time for it to be eliminated, along with its negative effects,
war, crime, disease, poverty and
mortal death. This heralds our new
world of absolute freedom, security
and abundance for everyone as a
great one world family. The 30/30
Plan of the World Wide Work Stoppage wipes the slate clean and
clears the consciousness of all past
negative effects. y
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because billions of souls who caused a
solar catastrophe are being redeemed
here. Through the Voyager, the unmanned electronic spaceship that relayed pictures back to their Pasadena
headquarters, NASA showed the people
that there was no sign of life anywhere
else in this solar system. One amazing
discovery was that the rings around Saturn were big boulders that had been
blown out of the planet’s crust and were
orbiting in space about the planet’s surface, out a few hundred miles.
No one in the Universe knows when
or how the Universe began. This planet
is a Carlanon healing project planet in
this Plentoria Solar System. The Solar
System erupted when the energies
short-circuited because some people
thought that there was a 13th dimension they could add to life, where people
would be able to be famous and seek
their personal fortune. There is no way
in Normal Universe that a person could
be famous. There could be people who
were recognized for their serving, but
there is no way for fame and fortune to
be in one’s life. In capitalism on this
planet, people can gain fame and fortune, but in true socialism and communism, they can’t.
In the period between 1917 and
1947, the Soviet Communists, with
Lenin, could have easily converted the
planet back to real freedom for everyone
by encouraging the workers of the world
to stop work all over the planet and start
freely creating and serving one another.
Capitalism can’t go on unless they have
workers who are paid wages.
To own private property would be a
great interruption of the ways of the
Cosmic Creation, which doesn’t use
money in Its Universe. The only reason
that money, or even bartering, is used
on this planet, is because souls have fallen, meaning they fell into lower vibrations because of what they did that
caused the solar catastrophe.
The Creation’s Universe is all sonar
electronics. There are no separate governments on or in solar systems or
galaxies. They are all operated within
the Creation’s Natural Laws and are
based on the way its Electronic Universe

operates, which is giving and receiving.
No fame and/or fortune for anyone. The
Creation didn’t have to buy space in
which to grow the Universe. Speaking of
seeds that healthy natural food grows
from – it’s all programmed by words spoken. All the words that have come from
thinking – thinking that we have a body
brain that thinks up the things we say
and that education improves our thinking – come from a duality consciousness.

Allen Michael, Galactic Channel and Master Sign Painter. When the One World Family Commune opened the Here & Now in
1967 in San Francisco’s Haight/Ashbury, it
was the city’s first natural foods restaurant.
The mortal-minded of the earth
have a mechanical science, which is now
evolving into the higher cosmic science
of Creation’s electronics. At this time,
the upheaval on this planet is the great
tribulation period, in which the planet is
made free again.
Daniel 12:1-13, “Michael’s Stand,”
tells that, at this time, Michael shall
“stand up for the Children of thy people, and there shall be a time of trouble,
such as there never was since there was a
nation even to that same time, and at
that time thy people shall be delivered,
everyone that shall be found written in
the book.”
In this prophecy, Michael is depicted as a warrior who has angels who fight
against the evil doers. This prophecy of
events to come are happening now in
the war in Iraq. Bush is the King of the
North and Hussein is the King of the
South. Michael, that is “me, myself
¤
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be free. Thus, the workers of the world
are set free. They end their slavery as
workers and start their new life as creators of all good things. So then, thinking, guessing and supposing drops out.
This planet is returning to the natural ways and means of the Creation. After the solar catastrophe, this project was
begun on this planet by Hermes, the one
who supervised the building of the three
trinity pyramids at Giza. This was done
in order to send cosmic electricity (Creation’s Spirit) around the planet to the
twelve colonies that were built to
process billions of microcosms who had
fallen in the solar catastrophe because
they supported the idea of fame and fortune in a 13th dimension.
It isn’t possible for some people to
be famous, because it has no real meaning, and the fortune part is to have your
own private property and private money. Only in giving and receiving, is there
joy and happiness. Money isn’t used
anywhere in the Universe, except on
these few Carlanon planets, where the
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and I Am,” doesn’t have warriors to fight
isit www.galactic.org for the
an enemy. He has the workers of the
full, in-depth channelings from
world, who end their slavery in an old
Galactica of the Everlasting Gospel
obsolete technology simply by ending
and related topics. You can even
work and starting real creativity, the
download our most popular publicamain thing that the Creation has all
tions, The Everlasting Gospel – New
over Its Universe.
World Bible, vols. 1 & 2, and more!
In Daniel’s prophecy, he tells of
¤ www.galactic.org
1290 days and then a period of 1335
days. The 1290 days started in Year One
this planet, which is cutting the people
of the Third Millennium, and they clioff from Normal Universe.
max in mid 2004. Then comes the 1335
Many people have seen the Galactic
days, when Michael and the Everlasting
Spaceships, and many people are seeing
Gospel become known all over the
the purpose of the light beams that they
world. The Everlasting Gospel – The New
send out to make crop circles in incrediWorld Bible, that knows all and tells all,
ble designs, where the plants aren’t dewent into circulation in August of 2001.
stroyed, but are folded over. All of this is
Those of us of the Universal Industrial
to awaken people to the coming 1335
Church and the One World Family
days in which the Creation is changing
Commune have mailed the Everlasting
the whole world back from all this sorGospel to many of the heads of nations,
row, into the normal way of life, which
news reporters and authors of New Age
doesn’t use money or have private propbooks, and have given the EG to many
erty, and all
people who have
things are built
come to us.
on one high stanThe symbolic
dard for everyone
1290 days depicts
to enjoy.
the time when CreThe 1290
ation comes in to redays of Daniel
store Its Kingdom
12:1-13 started in
on the planet, and
2001, when the
everything that isn’t
Creation began to
part of the Crerestore Its cooperation’s Kingdom
ative way of life
falls out, or falls by
here, which is fun
the wayside, meangiving, because
ing that all the
what you are givwords, the pharmaing are the things
ceuticals, the percreated for everyverted food stuffs in
one. The Creation
cans, boxes and botgrows all the food
tles, the capitalistic
on land and in
usury money sysOur new world will be built with mind-over-matter galactic technology, with absolute freethe ocean that we
tem, all these
dom, security and abundance for all on one high standard.
can eat and we
things fall out. The
Creation is redeeming Its microcosms on are not meant to eat animals, fish or fowl.
Creation does away with money, private
The entities of a solar system who
the high level of cause and effect, karma
property, national governments and
have fallen are redeemed through a Carretroactive in our mind. This is not in
weapons of war, and the Creation’s givlanon healing planet like this one. The
our body brain, which is only a transing and receiving is restored all over the
Creation doesn’t punish anyone. The
ceiver to receive the words and pictures
planet.
people who punish others for what is
recorded in the collective computer
The Money Changers have forgotcalled crime, should be healing the peomind bank and those recorded in our
ten that the worker slaves can stop the
past lives. We can also receive pictures of ple and not punishing them.
whole world just by stopping work,
The Creation started its main camwhat is coming in our lives when we let
while agreeing to keep the necessary serpaign on this planet in 2001, sending ¤
go of the way things are done here on
vices and supplies going, which will all
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the Creation has made and developed in
the Universe for the greatest happiness
¤ Continued from page 3
and joy there is. But the body and soul
chakras crossfire when the soul in a body
forth the energies to animate the
144,000 of Rev.14:1-6, to lead the people goes against the Natural Law. When a
into the New World. They are volunteers person sells something to make money,
they are doing things the wrong way, just
from Galactica who want to help the
as President Bush of America is doing.
Creation redeem Its microcosms who
With Bush, we have started the
have fallen in the space warp they creat1290 days told of in Daniel 12:1-13. The
ed, themselves.
planet is now in the last days of ArJust imagine our Galactic governmageddon, and all of this is part of Crement, and then, picture people living by
ation’s Plan to bring Its splendid way of
the Natural Laws of the Creation, which
life back into being on this planet. The
supplies everything we need to have a
Creation’s way of life has no dishappy and blessed eternal life.
OU R UN D
ease, war, crime or suffering.
How many people of this
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It’s all giving and receiving.
planet know they are a soul
So why would some souls
in a body vehicle, that
want to change the Credoesn’t die? Only the
ation’s way of life so that
body dies, and between
they could be popular and
lives on the planet, the
declare
their own private
soul goes to the heavenly
OR
A
DE
property? In other words, the
abode, established in the aura
R FO R T H E
real way of life that the Creation
of this planet, with no materialhas intended, is in serving each other
ity. Normal Universe flourishes with
freely and participating in the Creative
the wonderful things that the Creation
Arts. They include painting, sculpture,
has brought for Its microcosms to enjoy
acrobatics, dance, and of course the New
in beautiful and wonderful body vehiWorld kind of band saw art that Allen
cles, that develop the great arts that give
everyone real beauty and entertainment. Michael does, as well as his public access
television show, Galactic Messenger.
The Natural Laws of the Creation are
I Am making Michael’s Stand, told
not based on good versus evil, but are
of in Daniel 12:1-13. The whole world is
based on cause and effect, showing that,
going through the 1290 days that began
when the Creation’s microcosms go
in 2001 with the walk-in President Bush
against the Natural Laws, everything that
happens to the souls in body vehicles that of America. Bush is the King of the
North, who makes war against the King
is harmful, they have caused themselves.
of the South, Saddam Hussein. These
All the souls incarnated here from
“end days” are of the way the world has
our Immaculaceptor Galaxy are volunbeen, with their buying and selling,
teers, and our purpose is to get the Earth
wheeling and dealing, which is all
economy back on track, so the seven
wrong. This can be called evolution.
body and soul chakras are in harmony
Normal Universe didn’t develop through
with the Creation’s Energies.
evolution, it developed through the CreLet’s explain this in an electric way.
ator. It is a big Electronic Universe and is
What is called God’s Spirit in the Bible, is
perfect in all of Its ways of sharing, in a
the energy circuits flowing through the
Universe where people freely give and
body and soul chakras, so each chakra is
in harmony with the electronic ways that receive.
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Northern California: (707)527-8380
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at (562) 426-4222
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Tune In On TV
GALACTIC MESSENGER
The real New World is absolute freedom,
security and abundance for all people, living in a harmonious, enlightened society
that is “One for all and all for one.” It is
this vision that Allen Michael and others
of the One World Family are communicating every week through our TV show.

Tune in every week on these stations:
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA:
Santa Rosa (ComCast)
Sundays 7pm,Wed. 6pm
& Fri. 9pm
Ch. 72
Sacramento Fri. 5pm
Ch. 74
East Bay (Bay Vision East Network)
Mon. 7:30pm
Ch. 26
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA:
Hollywood (Media One) Check listing Ch. 43
Long Beach Wed. 3:30pm
Ch. 65A
Malibu & Santa Monica Check listings
ACROSS THE NATION:
Seattle, WA
Tues. morning Ch. 29

CONTACT
WITH GALACTICA
Enjoy more incredible information and
insights about world transformation by
tuning in with galactic channels Joseph
Antaree, Michael Bobier, and Sheilah Renaud, long-time members of the One
World Family Commune.
Santa Rosa (ComCast) • Ch. 72
Sun. 10:30pm, Tue. 6:30pm & Fri. 9:30pm

Help get the message out!
YOU CAN HELP by sponsoring Galactic
Messenger on the public access cable television station in your area. Contact Del
Rainer at (707) 527-8380 or in So. Calif.
call David Mathiew at (562) 426-4222.
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